
Winnie, the Beloved Therapy 
Dog
Meet Winnie, Worth Valley Primary School's cherished cockapoo therapy 
dog whose gentle presence and boundless energy bring joy and comfort 
to all who encounter her. With her caramel-colored fur, soulful eyes, and 
wagging tail, Winnie has become a beloved figure in the school 
community, captivating students, teachers, and staff alike with her 
intuitive understanding and unwavering devotion.

https://gamma.app


A Compassionate 
Companion
Winnie is not merely a furry friend; she is a compassionate companion 
who instinctively understands the language of empathy. Patient and 
attentive, she listens intently to each child's joys and worries, offering 
silent support with her reassuring presence. Whether snuggled up 
beside a hesitant reader or offering a paw to hold during a challenging 
moment, Winnie's intuitive understanding fosters a sense of security and 
belonging in the school community.

Her calming influence and gentle demeanor have a profound impact on 
the children she interacts with, helping to alleviate anxiety, build 
confidence, and create a nurturing environment for learning and growth.
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Boundless Joy and Endless Fun
In her downtime, Winnie loves nothing more than romping around the school grounds with the 
children, her tail bouncing with boundless energy. She is a social butterfly, delighting in playful 
interactions with both children and adults alike. When not spreading cheer in the classroom, Winnie 
can often be found lounging in her favorite armchair in Mrs Barnes's office or eagerly awaiting belly 
rubs from her adoring fans.

Winnie's infectious enthusiasm and zest for life are a constant source of joy and inspiration for the 
school community. Her presence serves as a reminder to embrace the simple pleasures in life and 
approach each day with an open heart and a wagging tail.
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Winnie's Dislikes and 
Preferences
As for dislikes, Winnie is not one to dwell on negativity. She approaches 
each day with an open heart and a wagging tail, ready to embrace 
whatever adventures come her way. 

Winnie has a love of the outdoors  and has an endless active and 
adventurous spirit. She thrives on freedom and the ability to roam, 
finding true bliss in the simple joys of a sunny day and the boundless 
energy of the school grounds.
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A Cherished Member of the 
Community
Winnie is more than just a therapy dog; she is a cherished member of the 
school community, a beacon of comfort and companionship for all who 
seek solace in her furry embrace. With her gentle nature and unwavering 
devotion, she reminds us all of the power of unconditional love and the 
profound impact that a four-legged friend can have on our lives.

Winnie's presence in school has become an integral part of the daily 
routine, her wagging tail and soulful eyes providing a sense of joy and 
stability that transcends the boundaries of the classroom. She is not just 
a therapy dog, but a beloved friend and confidant, a true inspiration to all 
who are fortunate enough to cross her path.
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